skills to 1500 disabled & underprivilege youth
Computer education, we mean, gaining the know-how of the basic concepts
related to a computer and gaining the basic knowledge of computer operation.
Knowing about the basic components of a computer, the basic concepts behind
the use of computers and the know-how of some of the elementary computer
applications constitutes computer education. Learning about the computer basics
followed by a practical experience of using a computer is the key to computer
education. As computers are widely used today, acquiring computer education is
the need of the modern times.
Computers are not only storage devices and processing units, but also
are excellent communication media. They are the means to access the Internet and
get connected to the world. They are also an effective audio-visual media.
Computers can be used to access a vast knowledge base and search for
information archives over the Internet. Only computer education can facilitate
the use of computers for purposes of communication and entertainment.
Computer knowledge coupled with certain other job skills increases one's chances
of getting a job. Those with knowledge of computers are considered trainable for
many kinds of jobs. As most of the jobs involve the use of computers, computer
education is an eligibility criterion for almost all of the modern-day jobs. Higher
education involving network administration, hardware maintenance or software
skills open doors for brighter job opportunities.
Computer education helps one; manage one's own business assets and personal
finances. Computers serve as efficient means for management of information.
Personal financial assets, medical records and important documents can be

stored in an electronic format in a computer system. Today, banking transactions
and payments of billscan be done over the Internet. Similarly, online shopping is
becoming widely popular. To be in the race, it is very important to take computer
education.
The word processing applications of a computer serve as an effective means of
documentation. The database management software that is a part of computer
systems serves as the means of managing large amounts of data. The networking
capabilities of a computer facilitate connecting to the Internet to reach out to the
world.
Computers have brought about a revolution across all industries. They have
changed the face of society. They are no longer specialized tools to be used by
specially trained people. They are ubiquitous and used in almost every sphere of
life. Computers are the best means for storage and management of data; they can
serve as huge knowledge bases and can be harnessed for all sorts of financial
transactions owing to their processing power and storage capacities. As
computers are a daily utility, they have gained immense importance in day-to-day
life. Their increasing utility has made computer education the need of the day.
In order to take the advantage of this marvelous technology, a proper computer
education is a must. Today there is a high demand for computer literates as most
companies hire people who have a good knowledge in computers. To start with
the computer education you could enroll for a basic package which gives you brief
idea about operating computers, operating its software’s and hardware, Internet
and also Microsoft Office which could help you in our day to day office activities
like preparing letters or memos, Creating Spread Sheets or Presentations
and so on. This basic knowledge has become a crucial element to compete in today’s job
market
Thus disabled and under privileged youth group in our area need computer education
in order to keep pace with time and society. This is the Information Age and
computers and computer education are must to rise and to achieve the ladder of success.

“CHHASE”
CHHASE endeavors for the development of the less privileged tribal children and
adults, through its Education, Child Care,Women Empowerment, Computer
Education and Tribal Welfare projects. CHHASE envisions strengthening society
to achieve substantial growth and progress through education and vocational
training.

CHHASE is a public nongovernmental organization registered under the Tamil
nadu society’s registration act 25 of 1970, of registration number 304/01, 26-11-2001 and is
registered under the Foreign Contribution Regulations Act, 1976.
CHHASE has been involved with various projects reaching out to more than one
Lakh beneficiaries.CHHASE has good faculty and Its expertise education in which
they have been involved right from inception. Keeping in mind the need for trained work force,
CHHASE initiated “CHHASE COMPUTER EDUCATION”which is an ISOcertified institute.
“CHHASE Computer education”is a community outreach training program for the disabled
Andunder privileged youth, to enhance their skills, abilities and personalities.
This skill oriented training is a gate wayfor self employment and give a bright job opportunity in
offices and in industries.
Trainings are offered in computer related courses which is the revolution in
today’s times. Every job requires a basic knowledge of computers without which a
human being is incapacitated. The courses offered are Basics in Computers and
Desk Top Publishing or Basics in Computers and Financial Accounting.
The course ware has been designed to be completed in three months and is
planned in such a manner that the student develops a full fledged understanding
of the subject and would be eligible for placements. Placement assistance to
suitable candidates will be provided by CHHASE since our center is adjourned
special economic zone (Industrial area). A placement cell has been established for
this purpose and tie ups with various companies are initiated to increase the
opportunities for the less privileged students.
With the training at CHHASE enhances the skills of the student. The course details
about “Computer education”have been attached.
All students will be given training in spoken English.
Minimum qualification is 10th and above

COURSE DETAILS
BASIC COURSE IN COMPUTERS

Besides introducing students to the fundamentals of computers, this module will
familiarize them with Fundamentals of Windows, Notepad and Office 2007
.
DESK TOP PUBLISHING (BASIC)

DTP helps to develop the knowledge bank required to become a designer and
enter the vast field of designers.
TALLY.

Tally knowledge helps a person maintain accounts and acquire knowledge about
the functioning in an organization through practical sessions.

CHHASE OTHER SKILL PROGRAMS
CHHASE looks forward to generate confidence in discontinued youth by further strengthening
their qualities of leadership, their self-confidence, their bargaining power and their representation
in policy making.
Poor and illiterate & discontinued youth from rural areas are imparted training in Sewing, crafts,
Embroidery, toys making, Brick making, literacy and rural based business like fruit, vegetable,
spices vending in streets and in road sides.
Youth in India need to acquire remunerative and marketable skills which are not taught at home,
such as facility with computers, fluency in an internationally spoken language, financial skills,
and knowledge of social systems. New methods to promote interactive and collaborative learning
can help develop critical thinking and decision making skills and instill a habit of lifelong
learning—capacities that will equip girls for a rapidly changing world.
Training programmes for rural youth comprise the following:
• Tailoring skills
• Embroidery skills
•Toys making
•Crafts
•Textile designing
•Soap making, Agarbathi making, etc
And Village need based vending business

